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    Hotel Shattuck. Berkeley 4, Cal  
      August 5 1948 
 
Dear Mr. Temianka: 
 
 I wanted to answer your very  
kind note immediately – but you cannot  
realize what kind of “hectic” life has been  
mine since my Courses started – This is also the  
reason why I could not have gone and seen,  
and thanked you after the Concert. I was  
tired and had to go back to Berkeley  
immediately after – as my Courses take place each  
day from 9-11— 
I really wish I could see you and have a  
heart to heart talk with you – This would be  
much better Man “words” in haste. But this  
week will be again hectic. I have to make  
inquiries about the benefits of settling in  
Calif – partly near Berkeley – as our life in  
Agate Beach has become impossible – nasty  
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have inflicted upon me a [[underline]] law suit [[/underline]], not pending –  
dirty politics also mixed with it! – Complications!  
To find a place – To seek decently my property –  
To move –  
But I may stay here for [[illegible]] week again, Till  
about mid- August, and perhaps you could come  
and have lunch with me --?  
You and your confers are too great artists  
that I allow myself to confer “compliments”  
when you – The Quintet? Yes and no – to be  
Frank – [[underline]]Schuman[[/underline]], superb -- [[underline]]Beethoven[[/underline]] ??? – 
My [[underline]] impression [[/underline]] is that with the stupendous  
technique you all have and displayed  
and the perfect musicality also, your quartet 
could still do [[underline]] much more [[/underline]],  if …. 
It is this “if” that I would like to discuss with you –  
And you will understand what I do not make in  
such a way to [[underline]] many people [[/underline]] ! I see the  
[[underline]] tremendous potentialities [[/underline]] of your Ensemble and I  
would like to see them grow and be fulfilled— 
With warm friendly feelings, I am  
Sincerely yours  
Ernest Bloch  
 
 
